Innovation Manager
Join DK’s Fastest
Growing Drone-Company!
Lorenz Technology is seeking a new Innovation Manager to manage and develop innovation projects with technology leading
partners. This is your opportunity to be part of a promising new business with high attention all around the world.
Lorenz Technology has developed an all-in-one solution where multiple drones, sites, and functionalities are operated simultaneously in the web interface of the Lorenz Hive®. We offer multiple functionalities in one platform managing your UAVs and coming
soon UGVs.
With a focus on security and surveillance, we are developing our platform with global partners to increase applications of artificial
intelligence within technology and software, performing autonomous drone flights and mobile robotic routes. We work towards
main segments as Security, Ports/Harbors, and Drone Re-sellers.

Ready to Impact the UAV and UGV industry
The UAV and UGV industry are fast-growing where new technologies and applications are rapidly introduced. You will part of Denmark’s largest growing drone company and leading the way for new innovative solutions. Together with your project consortiums,
you will make a great impact and shape new future business solutions.

Amongst your key responsibilities will be:







Identify, apply and develop innovation projects and create new consortiums with technology leading partners
Become Project Manager and Product Owner for features in your development projects
Working closely with the development team and project stakeholders to develop and implement project outcomes
Responsible for execution of the patent strategy and collaboration with patent agents
Responsible for internal reporting and reporting to externals e.g., Innovationsfonden, business clusters, etc.
Become the outwardly face of Lorenz Technology and promote projects by making keynotes, webinars, workshops etc.

Entrepreneurial Profile with a Technological Focus:
You are experienced within project management and working with complex development projects with several partners. You
are good at stakeholder management and not afraid of leading projects and taking critical decisions. You are characterized as a
result-driven strong networker and preferably already have experience in working with business clusters, technology companies,
SMEs, universities etc.
You hold a commercial educational background e.g., Cand.Merc. or similar but you could also be an engineer with commercial
experience. Most importantly is that you have a high drive, good networking capabilities, and have an entrepreneurial mindset
and is eager to work with new innovative technologies.
It motivates you to be part of a young company with an organization that is growing fast. You will have a close collaboration with
the CEO, COO, and CTO since your projects have a great impact on the company’s roadmap. Your language skills are preferably
excellent where English is a must. Danish or other languages is an advantage.

Further information:
Our HQ is in Hjallese, Odense, and you will work from here together with 25 dedicated colleagues. It is a full-time position and
starting date is preferably as soon as possible. Salary and benefits to be negotiated.
Send your application and updated CV to career@lorenztechnology.dk with the subject line: ”Innovation Manager” as soon
as possible and before March 1, 2021. We will host interviews continually and end the recruiting process upon finding the right
candidate.
If you have questions about the position, you can contact CEO Kristian Skaarup +45 61337073 or Senior Innovation Manager
Nicole Sophie Christiansen +45 42465339 or by email ks@lorenztechnology.dk or nsc@lorenztechnology.dk
We look forward to receiving your application.
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